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YYrom the Board Chairrom the Board Chair

I have been fortunate enough to have been present during the early days 

when diving was beginning to take flight in Indonesia. Throughout the years, I 

have witnessed many changes in the reef – its condition and its perception by 

people- . Coral reefs are now seen as a valuable living resource; source of 

wonder and beauty, livelihoods of coastal communities and a draw card for 

tourism. These changing perceptions, also bring with them new challenges for 

the management and protection of the reef. 

Personally, joining Reef Check has been an important moment in my life. 

I have seen this organization inspire and brining hope that we can indeed doI have seen this organization inspire and brining hope that we can indeed do 

much in the race against time to save the reef. Despite our coral suffering a 

bleaching event in 2010, our programs continue to grow and progress. We 

have involved local wisdom in managing our reefs; developed a financing 

system for our community programs as well as provided scientific data. 

Working with local schools, we are inspiring and preparing the next generation 

to be guardians and champions of the reef. I am confident in the positive 

change that our programs are bringing about – in education, in marine 

management and in the local community.

I congratulate the organization its staff partners and volunteers for thisI congratulate the organization, its staff, partners and volunteers for this 

year’s many achievements, for  the organization's approach to conservation by 

marrying applied science with education and collaborative management.

This year, we proved again that support from all reef stakeholders is 

essential in bringing about effective and long lasting change. I invite all of you 

to join this inspiring movement. Become our champion and see how your gift 

and your support can make a real difference – not just to the coral reef but also 

to the community and future generations. 

Together, we can make a difference. 

Hidayat Prayogo
Board Chair
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YYrom the Chairpersonrom the Chairperson

Greetings, 

We thank God for all of His Blessing which help us run the foundation’s 

programs in 2010.

The year 2010 indicated the transition and transformation of our 

foundation.  With new spirits and young energy, we were more inspired than 

ever to contribute to the environment and the communities we serve.     

The Local Marine Management Area, which was established together 

with the communities, has continued to develop and transform. The self-

financing system and environmental education programs have been enhancedfinancing system and environmental education programs have been enhanced 

and replicated into a role model of community conservation in action. This 

initiative has encouraged more support from higher level of government. Laws 

to be set up through local wisdom in Bali and higher national regulation to 

preserve and endorse the LMMA networks in the Buleleng district.

The effects of climate change effects have been more obvious on the 

reefs, and the foundation has been actively involved through its national coral 

reef monitoring networks and the reef resilience research. These provide 

scientific considerations and for more effective marine management.  

We sincerely thank all our staff for their dedication the trust of ourWe sincerely thank all our staff for their dedication, the trust of our 

partners and the spirit from all our Reef Check buddies. Working hand in hand, 

we have produced many great achievements in 2010 which we can be very 

proud of. We hope that this collaboration, trust and spirit will last and grow in 

the upcoming years.

Jensi Sartin

Chairperson
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Reef Check Foundation Indonesia (RCFI) was founded in 2005, 

growing from the volunteer conservation movement which first came 

t I d i i 1997 RCFI i t f th t I t ti l R f

Integrated coastal and marine ecosystem management to
enhance the welfare of coastal communities

to Indonesia in1997. RCFI is part of the great International Reef 

Check family which encompasses around 80 countries world-wide.

Our Vision :

enhance the welfare of coastal communities

Mission :

1. To increase community awareness and knowledge regarding 

the coastal and marine ecosystems in Indonesia. y

2. To increase the community’s active participation in coastal 

and marine conservation, as well initiate and facilitate its 

collaborative and integrated management.

3. To support provision of science-based data, information and 

technology for integrated coastal and marine management.

4. To be actively involved in supporting policies formulation  for 

integrated coastal and marine ecosystem management.
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To achieve its vision and mission, RCFI has three pillars of activities foundation:

1.Science and technology, 

2.Collaborative management,2.Collaborative management, 

3.Education and awareness.

Education and 

Awareness
Science and Technology

Support scientifically
Increase community 

awareness and 

knowledge regarding 

coastal and marine 

ecosystem in Indonesia

Support scientifically 

based data, information 

and technology for 

integrated coastal and 

marine management.
ecosystem in Indonesia. 

Collaborative environmental management

increase the community’s active participation inincrease the community s active participation in 

coastal and marine conservation, as well initiate 

and facilitate its collaborative and integrated 

management.

” Working together for better reefs and the future”. ” Working together for better reefs and the future”. 

These pillars are encapsuled in a motto :

Reef Check Indonesia encourages the management that is came from, g g ,

carried out by, and are for local stakeholders; based on awareness, active 

participation and strong knowledge. In this wat, coral reef conservation can be 

carried out in a cost effective way and demonstrate sustainable benefits.
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oardoard profilesprofilesUU
HidayatHidayat PrayogoPrayogo:: LeaderLeader

One of the senior leaders in the Indonesian diving 

community. He is well-known for his part in establishing 

POSSI (the Indonesian Diving Federation) and has OSS ( e do es a g ede a o ) a d as

extensive experience as a Commercial diver, Sport Diver, 

and Recreational Diver. He is also active in the Bali 

Chamber of Commerce (KADIN), the Bali Tourism Board 

(BTB), and renowned as an expert in artificial reef design, 

the Hexadome is one example of his work. Since 2005, 

Hidayat Prayogo has served as Chairman of the ADS 

Indonesian Chapter

Ibrahim Assegaf, SHIbrahim Assegaf, SH

Indonesian Chapter.

Ibrahim Assegaf currently works as an associate of 

Assegaf Hamzah and partners. Although he only 

began in 2004, Ibrahim can be said to be a fanatical 

underwater photographer. His dream is to take early 

retirement and run his own dive resort. A graduate 

of the Law Faculty of the University of Indonesia 

(UI) and the University of Melbourne, he worked for 

a time as a professional legal advisor before 

changing course and he is active in a number of 

NGOs working in the legal field. 

Chris MangowalChris Mangowal

Chris is an innovative entrepreneur in the field of  

the internet and computer programming.  Chris is 

one of the “old guard” of divers, and has never 

forgotten his hobby, even now in the midst of his 

activities as the head of several companies in 

Jakarta.
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Abd l R h i ld l i t i th

Abdul RahmanAbdul Rahman

Abdul Rahman is a world class innovator in the 

field of internet based news. He is currently the 

CEO of Detik online.   Like the other members 

of the advisory council, Abdul is an active 

member of the Indonesian diving fraternity .

KetutKetut SarjanaSarjana PutraPutra
.

Ketut’s name is intimately linked to the world of 

marine conservation in Indonesia. After graduating 

from the IPB and NewcastleUniversity, Ketut 

initiated and ran the marine program at WWF p g

Indonesia. He now serves as the director of the 

Marine Program at Conservancy International.

NadiaNadia NasoetionNasoetion

Nadia Nasoetion is a lawyer who is also an 

innovator in the field of fashion and 

entertainment business law. However her 

professional duties do not prevent her from 

NadiaNadia NasoetionNasoetion

Mark ErdmannMark Erdmann

Mark Erdmann is currently working at the Conservancy 

International alongside Ketut Although Mark was born

p p

devoting time to her diving hobby.  

International alongside Ketut.  Although Mark was born 

in the USA, his love for the seas and coral reefs of 

Indonesia is beyond question. Beginning with his 

doctoral dissertation research in Bunaken, Mark has 

continued his active involvement in conservation di 

Indonesia and introduced many innovations in this 

field. 
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tafftaff ProfilesProfilesff
His love of the marine world began during his college 

years in Diponegoro University. He has actively 

participated in several trainings, and  has been directly 

involved in practical conservation actions since joining

Jensi Sartin : ChairpersonJensi Sartin : Chairperson

Dewi Sri : Office ManagerDewi Sri : Office Manager

involved in practical conservation actions since joining 

RCFI in 2008.  Since 2010, he has been been trusted 

as the chairman of RCFI.

A graduate in marine science from Diponegoro

University, this fish scientist is also an active blogger. 

Since 2010, she has been the trustee of RCFI’s  

administration and finance.

Derta Purwita : Field Officer Derta Purwita : Field Officer –– North Bali ProgramNorth Bali Program

Derta’s time is devoted to working with 

communities. In addition to his expertise in coral 

identification, he has actively involved in 

environmental education. Since 2009, he been the 

community development officer in north Bali. 

Riyan Heri: Field Officer Riyan Heri: Field Officer -- AmedAmed ProgramProgram

Reef fish identification is his specialization. Riyan’s

arrival in 2010 completed RCFI’s rejuvenation. He is 

responsible for programs in Amed which in 

collaboration with the Coral Reef Alliancecollaboration with the Coral Reef Alliance. 

Sue Lyn  Lim Sue Lyn  Lim –– Business Development ExpertBusiness Development Expert

Through  AusAID’s AYAD program, Sue assists RCFI in 

b siness de elopment iss es S e lo es photograph
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business development issues. Sue loves photography 

and diving, has contributed her ideas to developing the 

foundation’s ecotourism projects in North Bali. 



YY oundation’soundation’s ProgramsPrograms 20102010

Information, 
education, and 

networks
Sustainable coral reef 
destination in Amed

Community based 
coral reef 
management in 
Tejakula and Amed

RC Ecoaction:

Community 
development for 
environmental 
action

Developing 
RC Ecoaction: 

tourism 
participation in 

coastal 
management

sustainable 
financing for reef 
management in 
North Bali

Indonesian coral reef 
health monitoring

Coral bleaching and reef 
resilience monitoring Bali-

Lombok

Tourist 
perception 
survey
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Education and AwarenessEducation and AwarenessEducation and AwarenessEducation and Awareness

Reef Check Centre (RCC) Sembiran Bali In collaboration with KubuReef Check Centre (RCC) Sembiran Bali. In collaboration with Kubu

Parisanta, the  RCC has become the information centre for coral reef education in 

northern coast of Bali. Various book collections and games for kids and teenagers have 

been made available at the RCC. 

In 2010, RCC developed various practical activities such as waste management 

(paper recyclingand compost) and the EnviroGuardian school and school’s reading club. 

These activities focused on four elementary schools (80 students), one junior high 

school (30 students), and one senior high school (15 students) in the Tejakula sub-

district. These education activities supported the community based coral reef 

management program in Tejakulamanagement program in Tejakula.

RCC Sembiran Bali

The best investment for the future world is educate the future leader
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Coral House Aceh is jointly collaborated by several college students 

from Syah Kuala University in Banda Aceh who are part of Ocean Diving Club. 

The Coral House was designed as the “motor” which drives research activities, 

Several of Coral House’s Aceh 

activities in 2010 :

• Active involvement in Aceh Marine

information, marine and coastal education and as well as human resource 

development in the marine and coastal in Aceh.

Active involvement in Aceh Marine 

Advocacy Coalition Network (KuALA)

• Dive training for KuALA network

• Facilitate participatipatory coral reef 

management at Gampong Lamguron

Village  

• Monitore coral bleaching in 

collaboration with WCS Indonesia in 

Sabang and Aceh Besar

• Conduct seminar on Coral Reef in 

Aceh

• Participation in beach and 

underwater clean up in Sabang and “ 

Mangrove 350”  ( a mangrove re-

l t ti i th t lplantation program in the coastal 

areas of Sabang)

• Reef Check Day Aceh 2010; coral 

reef monitoring at 4 locations (Krueng

Raya and Ujung Pancu)
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Public Information

GoBlue.or.id Website

As a portal for coastal and marine 

information, we have completed the 

website, complete  with a dive site 

feature. A server upgrade was also 

completed to improve the website’s
Reef Check Friends

As social networks 

continue to evolve, we 

have changed our strategy 

to gain more Reef Check 

completed to improve the website s 

performance. The website has ±15,000

monthly visitors.

g

Friends by using 

Facebook.  Currently 1142

people are listed as 

friends of Reef Check 

I d i b 2010Indonesia by 2010.

ReefCheck.or.id

As the official virtual 

Foto: Bali Pos

face of the 

foundation, the 

website’s 

appearance and 

information has 
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been updated to be 

more informative.



Collaborative ManagementCollaborative ManagementCollaborative ManagementCollaborative Management
Starting in 2008 coral reef management in North Bali has been a living exampleStarting in 2008, coral reef management in North Bali has been a living example

of a strong involvement of local stakeholders to manage their coral reef. RFCI’s

programs been active in Tejakula Sub-district, which covers 9 coastal villages. As a

result, in 2008 and 2009, 2 Local Marine Management Area (LMMA) established in

Bondalem and Tejakula villages; which officially declared by the Buleleng Regent

and vice regent. The success story of this community based coral reef management

is now becoming a role model for other villages and sub-districts.

Involving Local wisdom. In 2010, 

Tejakula traditional village inaugurated 5 of 

its certified diver fishermen to become 

Pecalang Segara (traditonal guard for sea). 

It has strengthen the function of LMMA. 

Now, LMMA not only a form of nature 

conservation but is also community’s

Collaboration and Support. The

guard post at Tejakula LMMA (which

conservation but is also community s 

responsibility to their traditional regulation as 

part of the culture. 

functions as the information and marine

monitoring center) was built with the support

from Gaia Oasis. The signboards which

contains information for visitors and

community about the zonation and code ofcommunity about the zonation and code of

conduct for activities in the Bondalem LMMA

was installed with the support from Rufford

Small Grant. These initiatives were inspired

the government to nominate the Tejakula

Sub-district as a Marine Conservation Area

in Buleleng under Minister endorsement.
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Sustainable Financing. Admittedly, conservation requires quite large amounts

of resources. This issue has been identified by the LMMA managers at North Bali.of resources. This issue has been identified by the LMMA managers at North Bali.

Thus, the development of various funding sources has been initiated. Ecotourism

has been identified as a potential source. To support the idea, RCFI has facilitated

improvement of the LMMA staff’s diving skills. With collaboration with professional

dive center Puri Madha Tulamben, we conducted dive guide internship for five

LMMA staff, giving them direct experiment on dive guiding and language training.

O ll h l f di i h

Community Based Monitoring. Coral reef health surveys has were conducted 

and reported routinely every semester. Six divers from Bondalem and Tejakula 

LMMA have been certified as EcoDivers to conduct surveys in the Reef Check 

Method.
Overall, the coral reef condition has

improved, hard coral cover and fish

abundance has increased since last

year, especially for Snapper and

Butterfly fishes. The LMMA managers

have also carried out a perception

survey on marine resource use by the

fishermen groups. The result of this

survey provides a very useful

guidance in effectively managing theguidance in effectively managing the

LMMA.
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Coral Bleaching 2010Coral Bleaching 2010

Science and TechnologyScience and TechnologyScience and TechnologyScience and Technology

Coral bleaching reoccurred in Indonesia. 

Supported by the dive operators in Bali and 

Lombok, from April-July RCFI carried out a coral 

bl hi l th t th d t f

Coral Bleaching 2010Coral Bleaching 2010

bleaching survey along the west, north and east of 

Bali coastal (22 locations) and at  Gili Trawangan, 

Gili Meno and Gili Air, Lombok (6 locations). 

Communicating Bleaching. The press release on 

the 2010 coral bleaching event was issued 

together by with two other NGOs (TNC and WCS 

Indonesia). Socialization to users (dive operator, 

fishermen groups, etc) was also carried out to 

build their participation. RCFI has also delivered 

The Power of Network The coral bleaching event

a paper at ISSIC 2010, Ambon which was 

attended by governments, universities, as well 

national and international institutions. 

The Power of Network. The coral bleaching event 

in 2010 was widespread across the country. With 

the help of the network, various reports on this 

phenomena could be compiled. The reports were 

varied, from scientific survey reports, photos, and 

even verbal reports from scientist/research 

institutions, college students, dive operators, 

surfers, to fishermen groups. The bleaching 

condition progress was communicated through the 

goblue.or.id website, foundation website and 
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social networking. The coral bleaching event was 

reported in at least 10 provinces in Indonesia.



With the increasing likelihood of threat to coral reef from 

climate change, a management strategy is needed for

Recreactional Diver Perception Survey

climate change, a management strategy is needed for 

recreational diving, since this activity is directly results in 

physical alteration of the reef. Supported by CSIRO, 

RCFI conduct a perception survey of tourist and diving 

providers related to the coral bleaching issue.

Indonesian Coral Reef Monitoring Volunteer Network Volunteer Network 

Together with the data collected in Malaysia and Thailand, We trying to provide information 

for tourism management in the upcoming years.The surveys were conducted in tourism 

area around Bali (Menjangan, Tulamben and Amed), Lombok and in Manado

Reef Check Karimunjawa by MDC IK Undip dan Reef Check Situbondo by FishDic Unibraw

E DiReef Check Day 2010 EcoDiver 

Certification  

1.Berau

2.Karimunjawa

4.Lombok

5.Aceh

Reef Check Day 2010

1. Karimunjawa

2. Aceh Besar

3. Situbondo

4. Ujung Kulon

5. Papua

6 B li 6.Malang

7.Ujung Kulon

6. Bali

7. Baluran

8. Makasar

Reef Check Day (22 October) is an annual event of the  Reef Check Indonesia Network, 

a national level voluntarily network to monitor Indonesia’s coral reef condition. The 

communities spread across 18 provinces in Indonesia, with members from NGOs, 

college diving clubs, students, nature lovers, fishermen groups, reef managers and 

commercial diving clubs. Information : www.rcindo.blogspot.com
15
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Since it was established the foundation has routinely undergoneSince it was established, the foundation has routinely undergone  

public financial audits, to account its performance to stakeholders and partners. 

The financial position of the foundation in the end of 2010 period is as follows:

Total income in 2010 IDR  592.848.290,66

Foundation Income 2010 Diagram

Total expenses in  2010 IDR  824.593.033.72
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Foundation expenses 2010 Diagram



Financial Status Report

(FY: 2010)

1. Beginning Balance Rp 452.286.928,30

2. Income

A. Education & Awareness Program

CSR Coca-Cola Rp 154.233.686,00 

Gaia Oasis Rp  19.277.950,00 

RC Australia Rp  99.255.157,00 

B.  Collaborative Management of Environmentg

CORAL Rp 87.069.555,72

UNEP Rp 4.351.057,50 

C. Science and Technology for Conservation

CSIRO Rp  78.270.339,00 

D Business DevelopmentD. Business Development

Merchandise Rp 51.395.034,00 

RC EcoAction Rp  40.399.850,00 

Management (+) Rp  58.595.661,44

Total Income Rp 592.848.290,66

3. Expenditurre

A. Education & Awareness Program Rp326.886.822,50

B. Collaborative Management of Environment Rp350.773.199,22

C. Science and Technology for Conservation Rp 8.592.107,00

D. Business Development Rp138. 340.905,00

Total Expenditure (+) Rp 824.593.033,72
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4. Balance : Rp 220.542.185,24
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YY oundation’soundation’s workplanworkplan 20112011
In 2011, we will keep focusing on on our three work pillars:

A. Reef Check Center Bali

1. Developing coral reef module for schools in North Bali

2. Publishing children’s book about coastal life in North Bali

EdEducationucation & & awarenessawareness

3. Collaborative research and internship program with universities.

B. Coral House Aceh

1. Community base reef management in the Aceh Besar Island

2. Mooring  buoy and information board installation in Sabang

3. Capacity building for Aceh’s young environmental activists

4. Develop environmental education in Sabang and Aceh Besar

C. EcoDiver Program

1. Online networking tool for the EcoDiver Community in Indonesia

D. Media and Publication

1. Online feature to review dive sites in Indonesia

Collaborative ManagementCollaborative Management

BulelengBuleleng

1. Facilitate nomination of  the Tejakula’s Subdistrict LMMA as 

Marine Conservation Area (MCA) under Minister Regulation

2. Assist establishment of MCA government-community collaborative 

management system in North Balimanagement system in North Bali

3. Facilitate development of spiritual law/Paruman Adat in sub-district 

level of Tejakula to endorse the LMMA Network

4. Developing sustainable self financing system for the LMMA 

through ecotourism in LMMAs at Bondalem and Tejakula villages.
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5. Replicate of LMMA to other villages in Tejakula Sub-district. 



Amed-East Bali

1. Initiating the LMMA development in the Amed tourism area, 

Karangasem regency

2. Capacity Building : coral reef workshop for tourism industries –

community user groups - government

3. Support information access of the area for the communities –

tourist

4. Enhance the coral reef destination quality through mooring buoy 

installment, signboard and community based reef monitoring

ScienceScience & Te& Technologychnology

1. National coral reef monitoring : Reef Check Day 2011 (Aceh, 

Riau, Padang, Lampung, Ujung Kulon, Seribu, Karimunjawa, 

Situbondo, Baluran, Derawan, Spermonde, Bali, Wakatobi, Gili

Terawangan)

gygy

Terawangan)

2. Logger temperature installations in Bali, Lombok, Makassar, 

Ujung Kulon/West Java, Togean Island/Central Sulawesi, and 

Aceh to record the sea temperature fluctuation.

3 Pilot research on deep coral reef (max 60m) coral disease and3. Pilot research on deep coral reef (max 60m), coral disease and 

reef connectivity

4. Assist local based reef rehabilitation in LMMAs 

1. Launching “goblue” brand for merchandise (t-shirts, etc), 

Business Unit DevelopmentBusiness Unit Development

g g ( , ),

2. Develop underwater ecodive guide: Bali Fish and Gili Matra Fish

3. Revise and production of MegaFauna Volunteer Monitoring

4. Finalization and launching of coral reef edutourism product
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TT cknowledgementscknowledgements

As the previous years, our achievements in 2010 would not be possible 
without the support, direction and collaboration from each and everyone of our 

partners. 

Hopefully every collaboration we made will generate excellent outcomes and 
make a real contribution towards better coastal and marine management in 

Indonesia

We give our sincere thanks to :

Reef Check Foundation International

The big family of Reef Check in all over the world

The big family of  Reef Check Indonesia Network

PT. Coca-Cola Distribution Indonesia

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)

Coral Reef Aliance (CORAL)

Rufford Small Grant

Reef Check Australia Foundation

IUCN

Kubu Parisanta

GAIA OASIS Foundation

Australian Youth Ambassadors for Development

Marine and Fisheries Central Department

Marine and Fisheries Agency of Bali Province

Marine and Fisheries Agency of Buleleng Regency
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The government of Tejakula sub-district and its staffs

POKMASWAS in Tejakula sub-district

P l S /T diti l d f LMMA B d lPecalang Segara/Traditional guard of LMMA Bondalem

Fishermen group; Baruna Bratha LMMA Tejakula

Fishermen group; Pecinta Laut Taman Segara Penuktukan

The government in Abang Sub-district

Village staffs at Bunutan and Purwakerti DistrictVillage staffs at Bunutan and Purwakerti District

Schools: SD 02/03 - SMP 1 - SMA 1 Tejakula, SD 2 Purwakerti, SD 2 Bangka

Reef Check Certified Facilities

ADS Indonesia
TNC Indonesia

NGO Partners

Media and Information

GoBlue,
ocean and marine web portal
Metro TV

ADS Indonesia
Bali Diving Perdana
Bali Intenational Diving Profesional
(BIDP)
Ena Dive Centre & Marine 

Adventure
Geko Dive

FFI

Dive Centers and Resorts

Mimpi Resort Menjangan

Metro TV
Now! Bali 
Penerbit Mizan
Radar Bali
PT Agranet Multicitra Siberkom 
(Detik online)
PT Karmagraphic

Gili Eco Trust
Kapal Selam Diving Club
Oceans 5 Gili Air
Ody Dive Centre

p j g
Reef Seen Aquatic Pemuteran
Waka Shorea Menjangan
Spice Dive
Puri Madha Tulamben
Tauch Terminal Tulamben
Jukung Dive

PT. Karmagraphic
PT. Sumberdaya Info Prima

Reef Check Buddies 

Surfer Girl
Back Up adventure

Euro Dive
Thalasa Dive Centre
Atlantis International

Naneng Setiasih
Veronica Niken D A
Anthony Lopez   
Adam Powell (www.adamaqua.com)
Kartika Dewi Suardana
Abdullah Habibi
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Abdullah Habibi
Reef Check EcoDiver Trainers Indonesia



We deliver our highest appreciation to all ReefCheckers, RC Buddies

& RC Club, friends, Goblue product lovers and all environmental 

warriors which we cannot mention here one by one. y

You will always be our inspiration to keep giving the best. 

Because we are born from you
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Yayasan Reef Check Indonesia

Tukad Balian gang 43 no 1A 
Denpasar Bali 80234 Indonesia

Tel +62 361 3071358

Fax +62 361 248370
www.reefcheck.or.id

Reef Check Foundation

PO BOX1057 17575 Pacific Coast Higway
Pacific Palisades CA 90272-1057

Tel +1 310 230 2371/2360

Fax +1 310 230 2376
www.reefcheck.org

www. www. or.idor.id


